


OUR STANDARD TIERS 

While different companies use different methods to attach the standard tiers, you are always 
left with the same problem. A long cylinder to clean. On a 35" - 45" fountain, that is a lot of 
work and it can be complicated to transport this long cylinder and fit it in some dishwashers. 
Our high polished tiers and column are precision welded to make smaller, more easy to 
manage parts that all fit in a dishwasher or 5 gallon bucket for easy transport. Assembly and 
clean up is a breeze with this system and we feel the fountain gets cleaner due to not having 
one large piece to clean. In addition, no tools, bands or extra pieces are needed to assemble 
our standard fountains. 

OUR CASCADING CUPS 

The cascading chocolate fountains are also extremely easy to assemble and clean. The cups 
are all securely welded and are individually labeled for quick assembly. They slide into place 
in seconds and the entire unit can be cleaned in under five minutes (excluding dishwasher 
time). The entire top section can be quickly cleaned in a dishwasher. No tools, bands or extra 
pieces are needed to assemble our cascading chocolate fountains either. 

OUR BEARING HOUSING 

With all chocolate fountains, you will eventually need to change the bearings. One of the best 
features of our Pro Series is the removable bearing housing. With many of our competitors 
chocolate fountains, you need to either remove the entire motor to change your bearings or send 
back the entire bowl if you want the bearings replaced. With our Easy Change Bearing System, 
we send you the complete housing (with all the work done) and you can replace it with just four 
bolts in around five minutes. This saves time, shipping cost and labor. 

OUR BEARINGS 

Our Pro Series Chocolate Fountains use the highest quality bearings and seals to reduce 
maintenance costs for the customer. We also use a metal connector to ensure a firm connec
tion between the bowl shaft and the motor. We have designed this easy to replace piece to 

fail before tension has reached your gearbox. This reduces costly repairs. 
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